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CHEER FOR YOUR TEAM - NOT AGAINST YOUR 

OPPONENT  
 

That simple statement can guide all emotions and reactions from participants, 
coaches and sports fans at interscholastic contests.  If you consider that 
interscholastic activities is meant to be fun and provide a supplement the education 
of these youth, the statement above has added meaning.  Sporting activities are not 
life and death endeavors conducted for one group to show its supremacy over 
another.  Interscholastic sports are for fun, character development, physical well 
being and provide a vital part in a child’s learning how to become a contributing 
member of society.  

As a result, participants, coaches, parents, students and fans need to learn and 
indeed, demand that winning be handled with grace and humility; losing should be 
handled with dignity and with the respect given to an opponent who was ahead at 
the end of the contest.  When a team can win on the scoreboard, but also show 
respect for an opponent, then the victory is even more special. Conversely, when a 
team loses a contest, the primary focus of this team should be to determine what 
each team member could have done to change the outcome.  In interscholastic 
competition, both winning and losing should be a great learning experience.  

Learn the rules and play by the rules.  This is another simple concept that can 
increase your opportunity for success (however you measure success), and also help 
you understand and explain the outcome of the game.   

It is gratifying that the participants themselves very often display the greatest 
displays of SPORTING BEHAVIOR at the interscholastic level.  It is important for 
coaches and fans, as well as the participants themselves to consider their actions 
while at sporting events so that everyone can be examples of what is good and right 
about interscholastic athletics.   

Be a leader in promoting positive sporting behavior.  Make your children, 
teammates, school and community proud of what your team represents.  People 
notice and remember actions of their opponents.  Make it a great memory.  

Good luck with your athletic participation and support. May it be all that you 
hoped for and provide special memories that last a lifetime.  

Sincerely,  

NHHS Administration
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